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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE No.2 
SONITPUR:: TEZPUR 

 
Sessions Case No. 78 of 2016 

 
Under section 302 I.P.C 

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 3423 of 2015) 
 

State of Assam 
Vs 
 

 Sri Ajoy Turi ... Accused  
 

Present 
Ms. A. Ajitsaria, AJS, 

Addl. Sessions Judge No.2, Sonitpur, Tezpur  
 

Date of Evidence : 21.4.2016, 5.5.2016 
Date of Argument : 8.6.2016 
Date of Judgment : 8.6.2016 
 
For the State     : Sri Khemraj Adhikary, Addl. Public Prosecutor 

For the accused :  Sri R.R. Kalita, Legal Aid Counsel 

  
 
 

J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution case, in a nutshell, is that on 21.12.2015, Biswanath 

Topno, Gaonbura lodged an FIR stating, inter-alia, that on 20.12.2015 at about 7 

o’clock, in the evening the accused, Ajoy Turi assaulted his father Khagen Turi on 

the head, with a stone and caused grievous injuries. It was further stated that 

Khagen Turi was thereafter, taken to the civil hospital by 108. However, in the 

hospital, he was declared to be brought dead. The same was registered as 

Dhekiajuli P.S Case No. 778/15.  

 

2. After due investigation, charge-sheet was submitted against the accused 

person, namely, Sri Ajoy Turi under section 302 IPC.    
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3. The accused person entered appearance and after observing necessary 

formalities, the offence being Sessions triable, was committed to the Court of 

Sessions for trial by the Ld. Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Tezpur.   

 

4. After hearing both sides and on perusal of the police report furnished u/s 

173 of the Cr.P.C, formal charge u/s 302 IPC was framed, read over and 

explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to 

be tried. Hence, this trial.   

 

5. In support of the case, the prosecution examined seven witnesses and 

defence examined none. The plea of defence is of total denial.  

 

6. After closure of the prosecution evidence, the accused person was 

examined u/s 313 of the Cr.P.C.  

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

Whether the accused person committed murder intentionally causing the death 

of his father, Khagen Turi ?  

 

7. I have carefully examined the evidence on record and heard arguments of 

both sides.  

 

DECISION  AND REASONS THEREOF 

 

8. Dr. Basanta Kandali deposed that on 21.12.2015, he performed the post 

mortem on the body of Khagen Turi, in connection with Dhekiajuli PS Case No. 

778 of 2015 and found the following: “rigor mortis present;   

(i) 5 cm x  5 cm haematoma on the left cheek 

(ii) Lacerated wound, 2 cm x 1 cm x skull deep over right forehead 

(iii) Lacerated wound 5 cm x 2 cm x skull deep over right parietal area  

(IV) Lacerated wound 3 cm x 2 cm x skull deep over occipital area  
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PW 1 further stated that on dissection of brain, he detected large haematoma 

over right parietal occipital area and fracture of left maxillary bone. PW 1 stated 

that other organs were healthy and the injuries detected and described were 

ante mortem in nature. PW 1 opined that the cause of death was due to intra 

cranial haemorrhage as a result of injuries sustained. PW 1 further stated that 

the large haematoma over right parietal occipital area was sufficient in ordinary 

course of nature to cause death. PW 1 exhibited medical report (Ext 1). In cross 

examination, PW 1 stated that injuries detected could be caused by fall on hard 

substance.  

 

9. PW 2, Sri Biswanath Topno stated that he knew the deceased, Khagen 

Turi, who was the father of the accused. PW 2 stated that occurrence was about 

5-6 months back, at about 7 PM, there was a quarrel between Ajay and Khagen. 

PW 2 stated that as he was the gaonbura, Duleswar Kurmi informed him that 

Khagen Kurmi was bleeding and his condition was critical and Duleswar 

requested him/PW 2, to go to the house of Khagen Turi. PW 2 stated that he 

went to the house of Khagen and saw that Khagen was lying (and lying in blood) 

in the compound; he was bleeding. PW 2 stated that he saw a big stone nearby. 

PW 2 stated that the accused, who was the son of the deceased was standing 

nearby and Nandeswar Kurmi, VDP Secretary too, was at the place of 

occurrence. PW 2 further stated that when they enquired from the accused, Ajay 

Turi admitted before him and others that he had assaulted his father. PW 2 

stated that 108 Ambulance was called by the VDP Secretary and Khagen was 

taken to Dhekiajuli CHC along with the accused, wife of Khagen and Bharat 

Khuri. PW 2 stated that being a gaobura, he lodged FIR (Ext 2), on the next day.  

 

10. In cross examination, PW 2 stated that he had not witnessed the 

occurrence. PW 2 stated that his house was about 150 mtrs away from the place 

of occurrence and that Dileswar Kurmi’s house was near the place of occurrence. 

PW 2 stated that other houses were placed a little away from the place of 

occurrence. PW 2 stated that he was informed about the occurrence after 7 PM, 
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when it was dark. PW 2 further stated that when he reached the place of 

occurrence, there were about 2-4 persons. PW 2 stated that Dileswar, Ashok 

Sasani and VDP Secretary were there at the place of occurrence. PW 2 stated 

that the stone which he saw lying at the place of occurrence was of medium size 

and could be lifted by a person. PW 2 denied the suggestion that the accused 

had not stated before him and others on being enquired, that he had assaulted 

his father. PW 2 stated that he lodged FIR since no other male member was 

present in the house of the deceased. PW 2 stated that police had recorded his 

statement. PW 2 admitted that he had not stated before the IO that the accused 

had admitted before him and others when they enquired from the accused. PW 2 

denied the suggestion that he had deposed falsely that the accused admitted his 

guilt. 

 

11. PW 3, Nandeswar Kurmi stated that Khagen died about 5 months back. 

PW 3 deposed that on 20.12.2015 at about 7 PM in the evening, Dules Kurmi and 

Nayak VDP informed him that there was a quarrel between the accused and his 

father and Khagen was lying in a critically injured condition. PW 3 stated that 

thereafter, he went to the place of occurrence, that is, the house of the accused 

and saw that Khagen was lying in the sutal with injury on the head and that he 

was bleeding from the head. PW 3 stated that he saw a stone nearby and that 

Ajay was present nearby. PW 3 stated that Gaonbura, Dules, Ashok and he/PW 3 

were present, at the place of occurrence. PW 3 stated that when Ajay was 

enquired upon, he admitted before him and others that he had assaulted his 

father with the stone. PW 3 stated that till then, Khagen was alive, therefore 108 

Ambulance was called and Khagen was sent to the Dhekiajuli hospital; later, he 

heard that Khagen died in the hospital, while under treatment. PW 3 stated that 

police seized the stone [Mat Ext 1] and prepared a seizure list [Ext. 3], where he 

put his signature as a witness.  

 

 

12. In cross examination, PW 3 stated that police had recorded his statement. 

PW 3 admitted that he had not stated before the IO that Dules had informed him 
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about the occurrence. PW 3 denied the suggestion that he had not stated before 

the IO that the accused, Ajay admitted before them that he had assaulted his 

father with a shil/stone; that Ajay had not admitted before him and others that 

he had assaulted his father. PW 3 stated that Khagen used to consume liquor. 

PW 3 stated that he saw injury on the head of Khagen. PW 3 further stated that 

when he reached the place of occurrence, VDP Nayak, Duleswar Kurmi and 

gaonbura were present. PW 3 denied the suggestion that when Ajay was 

enquired upon by them, Ajay had informed them that his father/Khagen, after 

consuming alcohol was chasing to assault Ajay and it is then that Khagen had 

fallen on the stone. PW 3 stated that he had not witnessed the occurrence. 

 

13. PW 4, Duleswar @ Dules Kurmi stated that Khagen had died about 5 

month back. PW 4 stated that on the date of occurrence, he had gone to bring 

back his cows. When he returned, his wife Bandani informed him that voices of 

quarrel was heard in the house of Khagen Kurmi and she asked him to go there 

and see. PW 4 stated that thereafter, he took a torch and went there. PW 4 

stated that there, he saw Khagen lying in the sutal with injury and bleeding on 

the head. PW 4 stated that he had seen a stone nearby. PW 4 further stated that 

he asked Ajay what had happened, whereupon, Ajay informed him that there 

was a quarrel between him and his father Khagen and during the quarrel when 

he had pushed his father, his father fell on the stone. PW 4 further stated then 

he called the VDP Secretary and the Gaonbura, 108 Ambulance was called and 

Khagen was sent to the hospital. PW 4 stated that police was informed and 

police came to the place of occurrence and seized the stone. PW 4 was declared 

hostile at the instance of the prosecution.  

 

14. In cross examination by prosecution, PW 4 denied the suggestion that he 

had stated before the IO that “ Later he learnt that there was a quarrel between 

the father and son and the son Ajay Kurmi had hit him with a stone on the head, 

Khagen Kurmi sustained grievous injuries and fell.“  PW 4 denied the suggestion 

that he had not disclosed the entire facts before the Court and that he had 

stated correctly before the IO. 
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15. In cross examination by defence, PW 4 stated that he had not seen the 

occurrence. PW 4 stated that the stone was big and if one fell on the same, 

injury could be caused. PW 4 further stated that Khagen used to consume 

alcohol and used to always quarrel. PW 4 stated that Ajay had not admitted that 

he had assaulted his father, in his presence or in the presence of the gaonbura 

or VDP Secy.  

 

16. PW 5, Ashok Sasani stated that on the date of occurrence that is 

20.12.2015, Sunday, at about 7 PM in the evening, he heard hue and cry sounds 

from the house of the accused, whereafter, he went there and saw, Khagen lying 

in an injured condition and bleeding from the head. PW 5 stated he had seen a 

stone nearby and Ajay too was standing there. PW 5 stated that there, he learnt 

that on being pushed by Ajay, Khagen had fallen on the stone and sustained 

injures. PW 5 stated that 108 Ambulance was called and Khagen was sent to the 

hospital, where he died, while under treatment. PW 5 stated that police had 

seized one shil/stone (M. Ext. 1) vide seizure list (Ext 3), where he signed as 

witness. PW 5 stated that thereafter, police had recorded his statement. PW 5 

was declared hostile at the instance of the prosecution.  

 

17. In cross examination by prosecution, PW 5 denied the suggestion that he 

had stated before the IO that “ Later, he learnt that there was a quarrel between 

the father and son and the son, Ajay had assaulted his father with a stone on the 

head and the father fell immediately.“ PW 5 denied the suggestion that later he 

lartn that there was a quarrel between the father and the son and Ajoy assaulted 

his father with a stone on the head and the father fell immediately. 

 

18. In cross examination by defence, PW 5 stated that he had not witnessed 

the occurrence. PW 5 stated that he did not remember who was there and from 

whom he heard about the occurrence. PW 5 stated that his house was a little far 
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from the place of occurrence and the accused was only a co-villager and he was 

not a relative. 

 

19. PW 6, Bharat Turi, deposed that the accused Ajay was his Borbaba 

Khagen’s son (Father’s elder brother’s son) and his brother. PW 6 stated that 

Ajay had brought meat, the same was cooked by Khagen, however Khagen had 

burnt the meat. PW 6 stated that thereafter Ajay quarrelled with Khagen and 

Khagen fell on a stone.  PW 6 stated that Khagen was bleeding because of the 

injury on head. PW 6 stated that immediately, Khagen was sent to the hospital in 

a 108. PW 6 stated that he too had gone to the hospital, where later Khagen 

died. PW 6 was declared hostile at the instance of the prosecution.  

 

20. In cross examination by prosecution, PW 6 denied the suggestion that he 

had stated before the IO that “Ajay had assaulted Borbaba with a big stone.” PW 

6 denied the suggestion that in order to save the accused he had deposed 

falsely.  

 

21. In cross examination by defence, PW 6 stated that he had been residing 

in the house of his Borbaba Khagen since the past 4 years, as his parents were 

not there.  PW 6 stated that Khagen often used to consume alcohol and quarrel 

and that, on the date of occurrence too, when Khagen had chased Ajay, Khagen 

had fallen on the stone/shill. 

 

22. PW 7, Sri Gokul Ch Borah deposed that on 20.12.2015, at 9.25 PM the 

OC, Inspector Dharma Kanta Borah received information that in Gorpora village, 

there was a quarrel in the house of Sri Khagen Turi between the father and son 

and that Ajay Turi, assaulted his father on the head with a stone and caused 

grievous injuries to him and that the injured was lying at the place of occurrence. 

PW 7 stated that pursuant thereto, GDE No. 481 (Ext.4) was registered and he 

along with the OC, went to the place of occurrence. PW 7 stated that at the place 

of occurrence, they learnt that the injured Khagen Turi had already been sent to 
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the hospital in a 108 ambulance. PW 7 stated that thereafter, they went to 

Dhekiajuli CHC and found that the injured Khagen had, in the meantime, died. 

PW 7 stated that the accused was also in the hospital. PW 7 further stated that 

since it was night, inquest could not be conducted and the dead body and the 

accused were brought to the police station. PW 7 stated that on the next day, 

complainant Biswanath Tapno, Gaonbura lodged an FIR (Ext. 2) and the same 

was registered as Dhekiajuli PS Case No. 778/15. PW 7 stated that he was 

endorsed with the investigation of the case. PW 7 stated that he conducted 

Inquest (Ext 5) on the dead body of Khagen Turi and the dead body was sent for 

post mortem examination vide dead body challan. PW 7 stated that he, again 

visited the place of occurrence, seized one stone (Mat Ext 1) vide seizure list (Ext 

3), prepared sketch map (Ext. 6), recorded the statements of witnesses and 

arrested the accused and forwarded him to the Court. PW 7 stated that 

subsequently, he collected the post mortem report and on completion of 

investigation he submitted charge-sheet (Ext. 7). PW 7 confirmed the statement 

of PW 4/Duleswar Kurmi (Ext. 8), PW 5/ Ashok Sasani (Ext 9) and PW 6/ Bharat 

Turi (Ext 10).   

 

23. In cross examination, PW 7 stated that the police station was about 14-15 

km from the place of occurrence. PW 7 stated that phone call was received by 

Nandeswar Kurmi at about 9.30 PM, on the date of occurrence, pursuant to 

which GDE was recorded by the OC. PW 7 stated that he had not submitted the 

extract of the said GDE along with the charge-sheet and he had not seen the 

original GD Book in the Court. PW 7 further stated that they reached the place of 

occurrence at about 9.45 PM. PW 7 stated that since they did not find the injured 

at the place of occurrence, they went to the hospital and that the accused was 

also present in the hospital. PW 7 stated that he seized the stone from outside of 

the house near the place where utensils were washed. PW 7 stated that at the 

time of seizure, the accused was not in the house.   

 

24. The accused in the instant case, is facing trial for having assaulted his 

father, Khagen Turi on 20.12.2015, with a stone. PW 1 the medical officer 
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detected lacerated wounds on the forehead, right parietal area and occipital 

area. Fracture of left maxiliary bone and hematoma over the right occipital area 

was also detected. PW 1 has opined that the injuries could be sustained by 

falling on hard surface. The informant/PW 2 was informed about the occurrence 

by PW 4. On receipt of information, PW 2 being the Gaonbura went to the house 

of the accused and found Khagen lying in a critical condition. Whereas PW 2 and 

PW 3 have stated that on being enquired, the accused who was present at the 

place of occurrence admitted that he had assaulted his father. PW 4 has stated 

that the accused admitted of having pushed his father, at the time of quarrel.  

PW 6 is the cousin brother of the accused and one who was present at the place 

of occurrence. PW 6 has stated that as Khagen Turi had, while cooking, burnt the 

meat brought by Ajoy, the accused had quarrel and during this said quarrel 

Khagen Turi fell and sustained injury on the head. PW 6 denied having stating 

before the I/O the accused had assaulted his father with a big stone. Though 

one stone was seized during the investigation vide Ext. 3 but nevertheless there 

is nothing on record that either the same had any blood on it or it was sent for 

FSL examination.  

 

25. PW 6 who has been show cased as eye witness in the prosecution story 

has not supported the prosecution case. PW 2 and PW 4 through whom the 

prosecution has sought to prove extra judicial confession “on the part of the 

accused too have been successfully contradicted by the defence whereafter it 

has emerged that none of the witnesses stated before the I/O that the accused 

had admitted having either pushed or assaulted his father.” Apart from the latter 

there is nothing else on record which proves that it was the accused who 

assaulted his father with a stone and because of which he succumbed to the 

injuries on the head. In absence of any other material the medical opinion of PW 

1 cannot go un-noticed. 
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26. In view of the aforesaid discussion, it is held that the prosecution has 

failed to prove the charge against the accused person, beyond reasonable doubt, 

as such, he is acquitted of the charge u/s 302 IPC and set at liberty forthwith.  

 

27. Considering the facts of the instant case, this matter is not referred to 

District Legal Services Authority for granting compensation u/s 357A Cr. P.C.  

 

28. Send a copy of the order to Learned District Magistrate, Sonitpur u/s 365 

Cr. P.C. 

 

  The judgment is signed, sealed and pronounced in open court, in the 

presence of both sides, on this the 8th day of June, 2016. 

 

Additional Sessions Judge No. 2, 
                                       Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
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A-N-N-E-X-U-R-E 
1. Witnesses for Prosecution  

 P.W. 1 : Dr. Basanta Kandali  
  P.W. 2 : Sri Biswanath Topno 

 P.W. 3 : Nandeswar Kurmi 
  P.W. 4 : Duleswar @ Dules Kurmi 
  P.W. 5 : Ashok Sasani 

 P.W. 6 : Bharat Turi 
 P.W. 7 : Sri Gokul Ch Borah 
  

2. Witnesses for Defence  : NIL 
 
3. Court Witnesses :  NIL 
 
4. Prosecution Exhibits: 
   Ext. 1   : Post Mortem Report 
   Ext. 2  : FIR  

  Ext. 3   : Seizure List 
  Ext. 4  : GDE No. 481 
  Ext. 5  : Inquest Report 
  Ext. 6  : Sketch Map 
  Ext. 7  : Charge-sheet 

  Ext. 8  : Statement of PW 4/Duleswar Kurmi  

  Ext. 9  : Statement of PW 5/ Ashok Sasani  
  Ext. 10  : Statement of PW 6/ Bharat Turi   
 

    
5. Defence Exhibits : NIL 
6. Material Exhibits:   
   
  Material Ext. 1 : Stone  
    

 
Addl. Sessions Judge No.2 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 

 


